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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR 
PROCESSING WIDEO SIGNALS WITH 

DIFFERENT ASPECTRATIOS 

This is a divisional of application Ser. No. 08/259,495 
filed Jun. 14, 1994, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,638,485. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a Video Signal processing 
apparatus, and more particularly to a Video signal processing 
apparatus capable of processing video signals having dif 
ferent aspect ratioS. 

2. Related Background Art 
The aspect ratio of a conventional television Signal is 3:4, 

whereas a high definition television signal has an aspect 
ratio of 9:16. 
A so-called wide monitor is available in the market which 

converts a Hi-Vision signal into an NTSC signal and dis 
plays it on a wide Screen having the aspect ratio of 9:16 by 
using the NTSC method. 

It is convenient to Superpose a discrimination Signal 
between the aspect ratioS 3:4 and 9:16 on a video signal to 
allow a monitor to automatically judge the aspect ratio. 
A method has already been proposed in which aspect ratio 

digital information (hereinafter called an aspect ID) is 
Superposed on the twentieth and two hundreds and eighty 
third lines of the Video signal during the Vertical blanking 
period. 

There are monitors requiring the aspect ID and monitors 
not requiring it. 
An image processing apparatus for the aspect ratio 3:4, as 

well as an image processing apparatus for the aspect ratio 
9:16 has already been developed. However, these image 
processing apparatus cannot proceSS Video signals having 
different aspect ratioS. 
A video signal processing apparatus capable of processing 

Video signals having different aspect ratioS has been long 
expected. 

The following points should be taken into consideration 
when Such a video Signal processing is intended to be 
realized. 

For example, as the application of Selective Synthesization 
of a plurality of Video signals, there are known image 
Switching, wipe, Scroll, croSS fade, picture-in-picture, and 
the like. 
A conventional Video signal processing apparatus per 

forms Selective Synthesization of a plurality of input video 
Signals, with no consideration of a difference between aspect 
ratioS of the Video signals. 

In the case of a VTR as the Video signal processing 
apparatus, a Synchronization Signal which is to be essentially 
Superposed on a reproduced Video Signal may Sometimes be 
lost or may become unstable during a specific reproduction 
process (Such as high speed Search reproduction, Slow 
reproduction, and still image reproduction). In Such a case 
false horizontal or vertical Synchronization Signal has been 
generated conventionally. Also in a conventional VTR, 
cutting pulses are not provided within Vertical Synchroniza 
tion pulses. 

If there is no cutting pulse on the vertical Synchronization 
pulse, it is not possible to correctly count the twentieth and 
two hundreds and eighty third lines during the vertical 
blanking period, and therefore to detect the aspect ID. Or a 
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2 
multiplied character Signal recorded after and before the 
aspect ID is erroneously detected. 

In Such a case, the wide monitor receives a Video signal 
with the aspect ratio 9:16 as a Video signal with the aspect 
ratio 3:4 and displays it with the aspect ratio 3:4. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to solve the above 
problems associated with the conventional techniques and 
provide a Video Signal processing apparatus capable of 
processing video signals having different aspect ratios. 

According to a preferred embodiment, the Video signal 
processing apparatus includes input means for inputting a 
Video signal, detecting means for detecting the aspect ratio 
of a Video signal Supplied from the input means, holding 
means for holding aspect information of the aspect ratio 
detected by the detecting means, abnormal State detecting 
means for detecting an abnormal State of a Video signal 
Supplied from the input means, and output means for Selec 
tively outputting either aspect information outputted from 
the detecting means or the aspect information held by the 
holding means, in accordance with an output of the abnor 
mal State detecting means. 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description 
taken in conjunction with the appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shows the waveform of an aspect ID. 
FIG. 2 illustrates aspect IDS Superposed during the Ver 

tical blanking period. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a video 

Signal processing System according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing the internal circuit 
structure of the discrimination Switching circuits 118 and 
120 shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram explaining the principle of Vertical 
compression through digital processing. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram explaining the principle of horizontal 
compression through digital processing. 

FIGS. 7A and 7B show examples of images outputted 
from the image output apparatuses 110 and 112. 

FIG. 8 is a diagram explaining Synthesizing modes for 
video images with the aspect ratios 3:4 and 9:16. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the reproduction 
system of VTR 158 shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart explaining the reproduction 
operation of VTR system shown in FIG. 9. 

FIG. 11 is a diagram showing the head locus during the 
forward 7-fold Speed reproduction according to the embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 12 is a diagram showing the head locus during the 
Still image reproduction. 

FIG. 13 is a block diagram showing the structure of a wide 
monitor according to the embodiment. 

FIG. 14 is a timing chart showing Video signal waveforms 
with false vertical Synchronization Signals and cutting pulses 
within a vertical Synchronizing Signal. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

Prior to describing a Video Signal processing System of the 
embodiments according to the present invention, the fol 
lowing assumption applied to the embodiments will be 
explained. 
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In the embodiments, a high definition video signal (Hi 
Vision signal) is not converted into an ordinary definition 
Video signal (current television signal), but current televi 
Sion signals (e.g., NTSC signals) are used. 

Namely, in the following description, a Video signal 
having an aspect ratio 9:16 is a video signal (hereinafter 
called a Squeeze signal) for an image compressed (reduced) 
in the horizontal direction to change the aspect ratio 9:16 to 
3:4. 

As a method of discriminating between the Squeeze signal 
and a normal aspect ratio 3:4 Video signal, aspect digital 
information (hereinafter called an aspect ID) is Superposed 
on the twentieth and two hundreds and eighty third lines of 
a Video signal, for example, NTSC video signal, during the 
vertical blanking period. FIG. 1 shows the waveform of an 
aspect ID. FIG. 2 illustrates aspect IDS Superposed during 
the Vertical blanking period. 

The aspect ID is detected to judge whether the video 
Signal is a Squeeze Signal or an ordinary video signal. 

With the above assumption, the Video signal processing 
System according to the embodiments of the present inven 
tion will be described. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing the structure of a video 
Signal processing System according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

In FIG. 3, reference numerals 110 and 112 represent 
image output apparatuses, Such as a television broadcasting 
output apparatus (ground Station, Satellite Station), a video 
camera, and a reproduction apparatus for a Video tape or 
optical disk, for outputting a video signal (Squeeze Signal) 
with the aspect ratio 9:16 or a Video signal with the aspect 
ratio 3:4. 

Reference numerals 114 and 116 represent input terminals 
to which Video signals are applied, and reference numerals 
118 and 120 represent discrimination Switching circuits for 
detecting the aspect ratioS of Video signals inputted from the 
input terminals 114 and 116 and selectively outputting them 
in accordance with the detection results. 

Reference numerals 122, 124, 126, and 128 represent 
Switches, reference numerals 130 and 139 represent vertical 
compression circuits, reference numerals 132 and 140 rep 
resent horizontal expansion circuits, reference numerals 134 
and 142 represent vertical expansion circuits, and reference 
numerals 136 and 144 represent horizontal compression 
circuits. 

Reference numeral 146 represents a Selective Synthesiza 
tion circuit for Selectively Synthesizing two inputted Video 
Signals. 

Reference numeral 148 represents an ID addition circuit 
for adding an aspect ID to the Squeeze Signal outputted from 
the selective synthesization circuit 146. Reference numeral 
150 represents a mask generation circuit for generating a 
mask Signal. Reference numeral 152 represents a Switch for 
selecting either an output of the ID addition circuit 148 or an 
output of the mask generation circuit. Reference numeral 
154 represents a mode Selection operation unit for Selecting 
an image Synthesization mode. Reference numeral 156 rep 
resents a controller for controlling the operations of the 
Switches 122, 124, 126, 128, and 152, and ID addition 
circuit, in accordance with the detection results of the 
discrimination Switching circuits 118 and 120 and an output 
of the mode selection operation unit 154. 

The control circuit 156 causes the mode selection opera 
tion unit 154 to display selectable modes in accordance with 
the detection results of the discrimination Switching circuits 
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4 
118 and 120, and allows an operator to select a mode while 
referring to the displayed Selectable modes. 

Reference numeral 158 represents a VTR which can 
record and reproduce a video signal from the Switch 152, 
and reference numeral 160 represents an external output 
terminal. 

Reference numeral 162 represents a monitor connected to 
an output terminal 160. A discrimination Signal for discrimi 
nating between the aspect ratios 9:16 and 3:4 of the monitor 
162 is supplied from the monitor 162 to the control circuit 
156 via the output terminal 160. 
A video signal recorded by VTR 158 can be reproduced 

upon actuation of a reproduction Switch of the mode Selec 
tion operation unit 154. The reproduced video signal is 
inputted to the monitor 162 via the output terminal 160 and 
displayed on the Screen. 
An example of the internal Structure of the discrimination 

Switching circuits 118 and 120 is shown in FIG. 4. 
In FIG. 4, reference numeral 160 represents an ID detec 

tion circuit for discriminating whether the Signals applied to 
the input terminals 114 and 116 are the Squeeze Signal or the 
ordinary Video signal with the aspect ratio 3:4. 

Reference numeral 162 is a Switch whose connection is 
Selected in accordance with the detection result of the ID 
detection circuit 160. 

Reference numeral 164 represents an ID erasing circuit 
for erasing the aspect ID Superposed on the video signal 
during the vertical blanking period. 
The operation of the discrimination circuits 118 and 120 

constructed as above will be described. 
The Video signals applied to the input terminals 114 and 

116 are inputted to the ID detector circuit 160 to detect the 
aspect ID. The detection result of the ID detection circuit is 
supplied to the Switch 162 and to a control circuit 152 to be 
described later. 

If the detection result of the ID detection circuit 160 
indicates that the input Signal is the Squeeze Signal, the 
Switch 162 is connected to a contact a, So that the Superposed 
aspect ID is erased by the ID erasing circuit 164 and the 
signal is outputted to signal lines 118a and 120a. 

If the detection result of the ID detection circuit 160 
indicates that the input signal is the ordinary Video signal 
with the aspect ratio 3:4, the Switch 162 is connected to a 
contact b So that the Signal is outputted to Signal lines 118b 
and 120b. 

Next, the operation of the vertical compression circuits 
130 and 138 will be described. 
The vertical compression circuits 130 and 138 compress 

(reduce) the Squeeze signal (image portion) by 3/4 in the 
Vertical direction. The compressed signal is outputted with 
the upper and lower empty portions being masked. 

Referring to FIG. 5, the principle of the vertical compres 
sion by the vertical compression circuits 130 and 138 will be 
described more in detail. 

Since the Squeeze Signal is compressed by 3/4 in the 
Vertical direction, eight horizontal Scan lines are reduced to 
Six horizontal Scan lines. 

Specifically, as shown in FIG. 5, the horizontal scan lines 
L to Q after the compression are calculated from the 
horizontal Scanlines Ato H before the compression by using 
the weights corresponding to the distances between the 
horizontal Scan lines A to H before the compression and the 
horizontal Scan lines L to Q after the compression. 

For example, Since the horizontal Scan line L is the same 
as the horizontal Scan line A, 
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The horizontal scan line M is located at a distance d1 from 
the horizontal Scan line B before the compression, and at a 
distance d2 from the horizontal scan line C before the 
compression. Therefore, d1:d2=1:3 for the 3/4 compression. 
Using the weights 3/4 and 1/4 for the horizontal scan lines 
B and C, the horizontal scan line M is represented by: 

Since the horizontal Scan line N is located at an equidistance 
from the horizontal scan lines C and D, 

Similarly, the calculated horizontal scan lines O to Q are 
compressed by 3/4 in the vertical direction. 

Next, the operation of the horizontal expansion circuits 
will be described. 

The central portion of the Squeeze Signal during each 
horizontal video image period with the 1/8 right and left 
portions being removed, is expanded to one horizontal Video 
image period. Namely, the central portion of the Video image 
is expanded by 4/3 in the horizontal direction. As a result, a 
Video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 is converted into a 
Video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 removing the right and 
left portions. Such horizontal expansion can be easily real 
ized by digital processing (Such as adjustment of Sampling 
frequency and period, memory processing, weighted addi 
tion of adjacent pixel values). 

Next, the operation of the vertical expansion circuits 134 
and 142 will be described. 
The central area of the Video image with the aspect ratio 

3:4 is expanded (enlarged) to one vertical period with the 1/8 
upper and lower portions being removed. 

Specifically, this expansion is opposite to the vertical 
compression described with FIG. 5. The horizontal scan line 
A is formed from the horizontal Scan line L, and the 
horizontal scan line B is formed from weighted horizontal 
Scan lines L and M. 
A video image outputted from the Vertical expansion 

circuits 134 and 142 is a video image (Squeeze signal) with 
the aspect ratio 9:16 removing the upper and lower portions 
of the Video image with the aspect ratio 3:4. 

Next, the operation of the horizontal compression circuits 
136 and 144 will be described. 
The Video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 is compressed 

(reduced) in the horizontal direction to make the video 
image match the monitor Screen with the aspect ratio 9:16 in 
the vertical direction. 
A video image outputted from the horizontal compression 

circuits 136 and 144 is a video image (Squeeze signal) with 
the aspect ratio 9:16 obtained by compressing the Video 
image with the aspect ratio 3:4 in the horizontal direction. 

Referring to FIG. 6, the principle of horizontal compres 
sion by the horizontal compression circuits 136 and 144 will 
be described more in detail. 

Although analog processing is possible, digital processing 
which is considered to be the future main trend will be 
described. 

Since the Video image picked up from the central portion 
of one horizontal Video image period is compressed by 3/4, 
eight pixels are reduced to Six pixels on a horizontal Scan 
line. Each pixel value can be calculated by using known 
interpolation calculation. 

Representing the pixels before the compression by Ato H 
and those after the compression by M to Q, the pixel A is 
used directly as the pixel L., and the pixel M is calculated 
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6 
from the pixels B and C weighted by the corresponding 
distances to the pixel M. Namely, 

Although this is conducted for the horizontal Scan line, this 
processing is similar to the processing for the Vertical 
compression explained with FIG. 5. The pixels N to Q are 
obtained in the same manner. 
The operation of the image Synthesization of the System 

constructed as above will be described. 
In the following, a video signal (Squeeze signal) with the 

aspect ratio 9:16 and an ordinary Video signal with the aspect 
ratio 3:4 are assumed to be inputted. 

Namely, a Squeeze Signal outputted from the image output 
apparatus 110 is applied to the input terminal, and an 
ordinary Video signal outputted from the image output 
apparatus 112 is applied to the input terminal 116. 

Examples of Video images outputted from the image 
output apparatus 110 and 112 are shown in FIGS. 7A and 7B. 

FIG. 7A shows an image outputted from the image output 
apparatus 110, and FIG. 7B shows an image outputted from 
the image output apparatus 112. 

Eight modes such as shown in FIG. 8 can be selected from 
the mode selection operation unit 154. 

In this embodiment, the modes #1 to #3 can be selected 
when a monitor with the aspect ratio 9:16 is connected, and 
the modes #4 to #6 can be selected when a monitor with the 
aspect ratio 3:4 is connected. 
The images shown in FIG. 8 are Synthesized images on 

the monitor while executing the wipe process at each mode. 
The operation to be executed when the mode #1 is 

Selected will be described. 
In the mode #1, a video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 

applied to the input terminal 116 is converted to a video 
image with the aspect ratio 9:16 by removing the upper and 
lower portions. 

Specifically, in the mode #1, the control circuit 156 
connects the Switch 122 to the contact b and the Switch 128 
to the contact a to Synthesize the imageS. The Synthesized 
video signal is added with the aspect ID by the ID addition 
circuit 148. A video signal outputted from the ID addition 
circuit 148 is passed from the switch 152, VTR 153, output 
terminal 160 to the monitor 162. The Switch 152 is always 
connected to the contact a by the control circuit 156. 
The operation to be executed when the mode #2 is 

Selected will be described. 
In the mode #2, a video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 

is converted into a Video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 by 
masking the right and left portions, and after the Selective 
Synthesization, a Video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 is 
outputted. 

Specifically, in the mode #2, the control circuit 156 
connects the Switch 122 to the contact b and the Switch 128 
to the contact c to Synthesize the imageS. The Synthesized 
video signal is added with the aspect ID by the ID addition 
circuit 148. A video signal outputted from the ID addition 
circuit 148 is passed from the switch 152, VTR 153, output 
terminal 160 to the monitor 162. 
The Switch 152 is connected to the contact a in the 

ordinary period, and connected to the contact b during the 
mask period. 
The control circuit 156 connects the Switch 152 to the 

contact b during the 1/8 Start and end periods of the 
horizontal period, and connects it to the contact a during the 
remaining period. In this manner, an image with its 1/8 right 
and left portions being masked is displayed on the monitor 
screen with the aspect ratio 9:16. 
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The operation to be executed when the mode #3 is 
Selected will be described. 

The mode #3 is the same as the mode #2 excepting that 
a Video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 is not masked. 

Specifically, in the mode #3, the control circuit 156 
connects the Switch 152 always to the contact a. As a result, 
the Video image Supplied via the input terminal 114 is not 
masked even during the wipe process. 

The operation to be executed when the mode #4 is 
Selected will be described. 

In the mode #4, a video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 is 
masked at its upper and lower portions to process it as if it 
is a video image with the aspect ratio 9:16. 

Specifically, in the mode #4, the control circuit 156 
connects the Switch 122 to the contact a and the Switch 128 
to the contact b. The Synthesized video Signal is not pro 
cessed by the ID addition circuit 148, and is passed from the 
switch 152, VTR 153, output terminal 160 to the monitor 
162. 

In the mode #4, of the video images outputted from the 
Selective Synthesization circuit 146, the video image Sup 
plied via the input terminal 114 is masked at its 1/8 upper 
and lower portions, whereas the Video image Supplied via 
the input terminal 116 is not masked. In order to mask the 
Video image Supplied via the input terminal 116 at its 1/8 
upper and lower portions like the Video image via the input 
terminal 114, the control circuit 156 connects the Switch 152 
to the contact b during the 1/8 start and end periods of the 
Vertical period, and connects it to the contact a during the 
remaining period. In this manner, the upper and lower 
portions of the Video image can be observed naturally during 
the Synthesization. 

The operation to be executed when the mode #5 is 
Selected will be described. 

In the mode #5, a Video image Supplied via the input 
terminal 116 is not masked at its upper and lower portions. 

Specifically, in the mode #5, the Switches 122 and 128 
take the same contact conditions as the mode #4, and the 
Switch 152 is always connected to the contact a. 

In the mode #6, a video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 
Supplied via the input terminal 114 is converted into a Video 
image with the aspect ratio 3:4 removing its right and left 
portions. The converted Video image and a video image with 
the aspect ratio 3:4 Supplied via the input terminal 116 are 
Synthesized. 

Specifically, in the mode #6, the control circuit 156 
connects the Switch 122 to the contact c and the Switch 128 
to the contact b. The Synthesized video Signal is not pro 
cessed by the ID addition circuit 148, and is passed via the 
switch 152, VTR 153, output terminal 160 to the monitor 
162. 
The Switch 152 is always connected to the contact a by the 

control circuit 156. 
It is obvious that the above-described operation to be 

executed when each mode is Selected, is applicable to the 
case wherein a Video image with the aspect ratio 3:4 is 
Supplied via the input terminal 114 and a video image with 
the aspect ratio 9:16 is supplied via the input terminal 116. 

If Video images with the aspect ratio 3:4 are Supplied via 
both the input terminals 114 and 116, the images with the 
aspect ratio 3:4 as well as the images with the converted 
aspect ratio 9:16, can be Synthesized. 

Conversely, if Video images with the aspect ratio 9:16 are 
supplied via both the input terminals 114 and 116, video 
images with the aspect ratio 9:16 as well as the images with 
the aspect ratio 3:4 converted through vertical compression 
or horizontal expansion, can be Synthesized. 
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If a signal outputted from the Selective Synthesization 

circuit 146 is a squeeze signal, the ID addition circuit 148 
Superposes the aspect ID on the Video Signal outputted from 
selective synthesization circuit 146. 

In the above embodiment, two Video Signals are inputted. 
Obviously, the present invention is not limited only to two 
inputs, but is applicable to three or more inputs. 
AS readily appreciated from the forgoing description, this 

embodiment allows Selective Synthesization even if a plu 
rality of Video signals having a different aspect ratio are 
inputted. 
As discussed with this embodiment, if a synthesized video 

Signal is a Squeeze Signal, the aspect ID is Superposed on the 
Video signal. 

The aspect ID is important information when an image is 
displayed. 

Therefore, for the Video Signal processing apparatus for 
processing Video images having a plurality of aspect ratios, 
it is important to provide a countermeasure for a lost aspect 
ID. 

Another embodiment will be described wherein a coun 
termeasure for a lost aspect ID is presented. 

This embodiment is applied to VTR 158 of the video 
Signal processing System shown in FIG. 3. 

In Some cases, an aspect ID cannot be detected while 
performing a specific reproduction operation at VTR 158. 

In the following, an embodiment of a countermeasure for 
a lost aspect ID during a specific reproduction operation will 
be described. 
A reproduction system of VTR 158 according to the 

embodiment will be described with reference to FIGS. 9 to 
14. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing the structure of a VTR 
reproduction system of the embodiment. In FIG. 9, reference 
numeral 200 represents a magnetic tape with a Video signal 
recorded in a helical Scan method. If the Video signal is not 
for the aspect ratio 3:4, the aspect ID is Superposed on the 
Video signal at a proper timing and recorded in the magnetic 
tape 200. 

Reference numeral 202 represents a rotary drum, refer 
ence numeral 204 represents a drum motor for rotating the 
rotary drum 202, and reference numeral 206 represents a 
capstan motor for feeding the magnetic tape 200. Two 
reproduction heads 208a and 208b having a different azi 
muth are mounted on the rotary drum 202. The reproduction 
head 208a has a plus azimuth, and the reproduction head 
208b has a minus azimuth. Reference numeral 210 repre 
Sents a Switch for Selecting an output of the reproduction 
head 208a or 208b synchronously with the rotation of the 
rotary drum 202. 

Reference numeral 212 represents a reproduction process 
ing circuit for processing the output of the reproduction head 
208a or 208b selected by the Switch and outputs a repro 
duced Video Signal. Reference numeral 214 represents a 
false Synchronization signal generation circuit for generat 
ing false horizontal and vertical Synchronization Signals. 
Reference numeral 216 represents an adder for adding an 
output (false Synchronization signal) of the false Synchro 
nization Signal generation circuit 214 to an output 
(reproduced Video signal) of the reproduction processing 
circuit 212. Reference numeral 218 represents an ID 
removal circuit for removing the recorded aspect ID. Ref 
erence numeral 220 represents a Switch for Selecting either 
an output (at contact a) of the reproduction processing 
circuit 212 or an output (at contact b) of the ID removal 
circuit 218. 

Reference numeral 222 represents an ID detection circuit 
for detecting the aspect ID from an output Video signal, 
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reference numeral 224 represents a System control circuit for 
controlling the entire System, and reference numeral 226 
represents an ID memory for temporarily Storing the aspect 
ID detected from a reproduced Video Signal. Reference 
numeral 228 represents an ID generation circuit for gener 
ating an aspect ID at a predetermined timing in response to 
an instruction from the System control circuit 224. Reference 
numeral 230 represents an adder for adding an output 
(aspect ID) of the ID generation circuit 224 to an output 
video signal. An output of the adder 230 is an output of VTR 
158. The control circuit 156 Supplies a mode signal for 
designating an operation mode to the System control circuit 
224. 

In this embodiment, the monitor 162 has a screen with the 
aspect ratio 9:16. 

In this embodiment, it is assumed that a video Signal with 
the aspect ratio 9:16 is recorded on the magnetic tape 200. 
A video image with the aspect ratio 9:16 is compressed by 
3/4 in the horizontal direction optically or electronically to 
obtain a Video signal or a So-called Squeeze Signal. 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart explaining the outline of the 
ordinary reproduction and Search reproduction operations 
according to the embodiment. 
When a mode Signal indicating an ordinary reproduction 

mode is inputted from the control circuit 156 to the system 
control circuit 224, the System control circuit 224 enters the 
ordinary reproduction mode (Step S1), causes the drum 
motor 204 and capstan motor 206 to rotate at a predeter 
mined speed (Step S2), and causes the Switch 210 to 
alternately select the outputs of the reproduction heads 208a 
and 208b synchronously with the rotation phase of the rotary 
drum 202 (Step S3). In this case, the Switch 210 is controlled 
to select the reproduction head 208a or 208b matching the 
azimuth of the reproduction track of the magnetic tape 200. 
An output via the Switch 210 is inputted to the reproduc 

tion processing circuit 212 which performs a known repro 
duction proceSS Such as demodulation to output a repro 
duced Video Signal. In the ordinary reproduction mode, the 
System control circuit 224 connects the Switch to the contact 
a So that an output of the reproduction circuit 212 is applied 
via the Switch 220 to the ID detection circuit 222 and adder 
230. The ID detection circuit detects the aspect ID Super 
posed on the reproduced Video signal. 

In the ordinary reproduction mode, the aspect ID on the 
recorded Video signal is reliably reproduced by the magnetic 
heads 208a and 208b, and the ID detection circuit 222 can 
detect it. The ID detection circuit 222 outputs the detected 
aspect ID to the system control circuit 224. The aspect ID is 
not Superposed on a video signal of an image with the aspect 
ratio 3:4. In this case, the ID detection circuit 222 cannot 
detect the aspect ID, and So an aspect ID indicating the 
aspect ratio 3:4 is outputted to the System control circuit 224. 
The system control circuit 224 stores the aspect ID detected 
by the ID detection circuit in the ID memory 226. The ID 
memory 226 stores only the latest ID supplied from the 
System control circuit 224. 

In the ordinary reproduction mode, the vertical and hori 
Zontal Synchronization signals of the reproduced Video Sig 
nal have the proper format and the aspect ID is being 
Superposed at the proper timing. Accordingly, it is not 
necessary for the ID generation circuit 228 to generate the 
aspect ID. Namely, the reproduced Video signal Supplied via 
the Switch 220 passes through the adder 230 and is applied 
to the monitor 162. 

The monitor 162 checks the aspect ID of the reproduced 
Video signal. If the aspect ID is not present, an image with 
the aspect ratio 3:4 is displayed, whereas if present, an image 
with the aspect ratio 9:16 is displayed. 
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Next, the operation to be executed when a forward 7-fold 

speed search mode is selected will be described. When a 
forward 7-fold Speed Search mode Signal is Supplied from 
the control circuit 156 to the system control circuit 224, the 
System control circuit 224 controls the entire System in the 
forward 7-fold speed search mode (Step S10). Specifically, 
in the forward 7-fold speed search mode, the system control 
circuit 224 causes the capstan motor 206 to rotate at the 
Speed Seven times as fast as the ordinary Speed, and causes 
the drum motor 206 to rotate at a predetermined relative 
Speed. 

FIG. 11 shows the locus of the reproduction head running 
at the forward 7-fold Speed. A+Sign represents a plus azi 
muth track, and a-sign represents a minus azimuth track. 
For example, the head 208a moves from A to B. Since the 
head 208a is a plus azimuth head, it cannot reproduce minus 
azimuth tracks So that a reproduced signal cannot be 
obtained from the areas a, b, and c shown in FIG. 11. As a 
result, noise bars 162a, 162b, and 162c shown in FIG. 9 
appear on the monitor Screen. These noise bars 162a, 162b, 
and 162c result from a disability of reproduction at the areas 
a, b, and c. 

In FIG. 11, reference numerals 232 and 234 represent the 
positions of the aspect IDS recorded on the minus and plus 
azimuth tracks. The reproduction head 208a can reproduce 
the aspect ID 232, but it cannot reproduce the aspect ID 234 
because of the different azimuth. Taking tracking displace 
ment into consideration, the reproduced aspect ID will 
probably be unstable. 

In view of the above, in this embodiment, the Switch 220 
is connected to the contact b (Step S13), the aspect ID is 
generated by the ID generation circuit 228, the generated 
aspect ID corresponding to the aspect ID Stored in the ID 
memory during the ordinary reproduction mode. The gen 
erated aspect ID is added to the reproduced Video signal at 
the adder 230 (Step S14). This operation will be described 
more in detail hereinunder. 
The reproduction processing circuit 212 processes an 

output of the reproduction head 208a or 208b and outputs a 
reproduced Video signal. AS described earlier, the aspect ID 
which is to be essentially Superposed on the reproduced 
Video signal may Sometimes be lost or may become 
unstable. The false Synchronization signal generation circuit 
214 generates false horizontal and Vertical Synchronization 
Signals which are then added to an output (reproduced video 
Signal) of the reproduction processing circuit 212 at the 
adder 216. The ID removal circuit 218 clamps the twentieth 
and two hundreds and eighty third lines of the Video signal 
outputted from the adder 216 to the pedestal level to remove 
unstable aspect IDS. 

The video signal whose aspect IDs have been removed by 
the ID removal circuit 218 is applied via the Switch 220 to 
the adder 230. The system control circuit 224 reads the 
aspect ID Stored during the ordinary reproduction mode in 
the ID memory 226, and transfers it to the ID generation 
circuit 228. The ID generation circuit 228 generates the 
aspect ID Signals at the proper timings. The adder 230 adds 
the aspect ID Signals generated by the ID generation circuit 
228 to the video signal Supplied via the Switch 220. 

In this manner, VTR 158 outputs a video signal with 
Stable aspect IDS being Superposed. The monitor 162 can 
therefore detect the aspect ID Superposed on the Video 
Signal, and displays an image reproduced in a specific 
reproduction mode on its wide Screen. 

Although the forward 7-fold speed reproduction has been 
described by way of example, other specific reproduction 
operations in which the reproduction heads traverse the 
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recording tracks may also be used. Such specific reproduc 
tion includes reverse rotation reproduction, reverse rotation 
Search, frame feeding reproduction, Still image reproduction, 
and slow reproduction. FIG. 12 shows the locus of the head 
during the Still image reproduction. 

Although VTR has been described in this embodiment, 
the embodiment is applicable to other general reproducing 
apparatuses for reproducing a Video signal recorded on a 
recording medium difficult to be accessed acceSS randomly, 
Such as optical disks, magnetic disks, photomagnetic disks, 
and Some type of Solid memories. 
AS easily understood from the foregoing description, 

according to this embodiment, a Video signal having an 
original aspect ratio can be reproduced even in a specific 
reproduction mode, and an image with the correct aspect 
ratio can be displayed. 
An embodiment of the monitor 162 with the aspect ratio 

9:16 shown in FIG. 9 and used for the countermeasure for 
a lost aspect ID, will be described with reference to FIG. 13. 

In FIG. 13, reference numeral 300 represents an input 
terminal to which a video Signal of a display image is 
applied. A Y/C separation circuit 302 separates a video 
signal Supplied via the input terminal 300 into a luminance 
Signal and chrominance signals which are Supplied to a 
Video signal processing circuit 304 to generate R, G, and B 
Signals for example to form an image. 
A Synchronization Separation circuit 306 Separates a com 

posite Synchronization signal contained in the luminance 
Signal outputted from the Y/C Separation circuit, to output a 
horizontal Synchronization Signal Hsync and a vertical Syn 
chronization signal VSync. The outputs of the Video signal 
processing circuit 304 and the horizontal and Vertical Syn 
chronization signals Hsync and VSync separated by the 
Synchronization Separation circuit 306 are Supplied to an 
image formation circuit 308. The image formation circuit 
308 displays a color image on a CRT display or liquid crystal 
display by using the Signals Supplied from the Video signal 
processing circuit 304 under the control of the horizontal 
and vertical Synchronization Signals HSync and VSync. The 
signal processing by the circuits 302, 304, 306, and 308 is 
well known in the art. 
An ID decoder 310 detects the aspect ID contained in the 

video signal Supplied via the input terminal 300, by referring 
to the horizontal and vertical Synchronization signals HSync 
and VSync Separated by the Synchronization Separation 
circuit 306. Specifically, as described earlier, the aspect IDs 
are detected from the twentieth and two hundreds and eighty 
third lines as counted from the vertical Synchronization 
Signal VSync during the Vertical blanking period. 

The aspect ID detected by the ID decoder 310 is supplied 
to a data reservation circuit 312 and to a contact a of a Switch 
314. The data reservation circuit 312 holds an output (aspect 
data) of the ID decoder 310 synchronously with the vertical 
Synchronization Signal VSync Supplied from the Synchroni 
zation separation circuit 306 to update the held data. 
Namely, the data reservation circuit 312 holds the same 
output of the ID decoder 310 at least during one vertical 
Synchronization period. The aspect data held by the data 
reservation circuit 312 is applied to the contact b of the 
Switch 314. 

The Switch 314 is connected to the contact a in an 
ordinary case. However, the Switch 314 is connected to the 
contact b by an abnormal State detection Signal from an 
abnormality detection circuit 316. The abnormality detec 
tion circuit 316 has a circuit for judging, while referring to 
the horizontal and Vertical Synchronization Signals HSync 
and VSync, whether there are cutting pulses during a pre 
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determined period after the rise of the vertical Synchroniza 
tion signal VSync. If there is no cutting pulse, an abnormal 
State detection signal is outputted relative to the next field. 
When the abnormality detection circuit 316 detects an 
abnormal State of the vertical Synchronization Signal, the 
Switch 314 is connected to the contact b to Select the aspect 
data of the preceding field held by the data reservation 
circuit 312. 
The aspect data selected by the Switch 314 is applied to an 

aspect Setting circuit 318 which then controls the aspect ratio 
of an image to be generated by the image formation circuit 
3O8. 

In FIG. 2, a normal video signal waveform having cutting 
pulses on the vertical Synchronization signal as well as a 
cutting pulse detection signal is shown. FIG. 14 shows a 
Video signal waveform having a false vertical Synchroniza 
tion Signal during a VTR specific reproduction operation as 
well as a cutting pulse detection Signal. AS Seen from FIG. 
14, not only the position and length of the false vertical 
Synchronization Signal are unstable, but also no cutting pulse 
is present on the vertical Synchronization Signal. The abnor 
mality detection circuit 316 judges that the Video signal 
shown in FIG. 14 is abnormal, and outputs an abnormal state 
detection Signal. 

In this embodiment, the data reservation circuit 312 is 
cleared at each field. The held data may be continued to be 
held while the abnormality detection circuit 316 detects an 
abnormal State. This arrangement is effective for example 
when VTR moves to a specific reproduction mode from the 
ordinary reproduction mode. In this case, the vertical Syn 
chronization Signal VSync from the Synchronization Separa 
tion circuit 306 is masked by the abnormal state detection 
signal from the abnormality detection circuit 306. 

In this embodiment, an abnormal state is judged from a 
presence/absence of cutting pulses on the vertical Synchro 
nization signal. An abnormal State may be judged from the 
number of horizontal Synchronization signals HSync 
between vertical Synchronization signals VSync. For 
example, if the number of horizontal Synchronization signals 
is within plus minus two of a predetermined value, it is 
judged normal, and if it is outside of this range, it is judged 
abnormal. In a VTR specific reproduction operation, the 
false vertical Synchronization Signal is generated and added 
to the Video Signal. Accordingly, the number of horizontal 
Synchronization signals between vertical Synchronization 
Signals reduces more than three as compared to the normal 
Video signal, and the Video signal is judged abnormal. For 
Such an abnormal State detection algorithm, the holding 
period of the aspect data in the data reservation circuit 312 
is Set to at least two fields. 
AS readily understood from the foregoing description, 

according to this embodiment, for an input video signal 
unable to correctly detect aspect information as in the case 
of the VTR specific reproduction operation, the aspect ratio 
of an image to be displayed on the Screen is controlled by the 
past aspect information held in the data reservation circuit. 
It is therefore possible to display image with a predeter 
mined aspect ratio, irrespective of the quality of the input 
Video signal. 

The present invention may be reduced in practice in 
various forms without departing from the true Spirit and 
Scope of the invention. 

For example, in Stead of the aspect ID representing the 
aspect ratio used in the embodiments, other Signal formats 
representing the aspect ratio may also be used. 

In other words, the foregoing description of embodiments 
has been given for illustrative purposes only and not to be 
construed as imposing any limitation in every respect. 
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The scope of the invention is, therefore, to be determined 
solely by the following claims and not limited by the text of 
the Specifications, and alterations made within a Scope 
equivalent to the Scope of the claims fall within the true 
Spirit and Scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A video signal processing apparatus comprising: 
a. input means for inputting a plurality of Video signals, 
b. Synthesizing means for Synthesizing the plurality of 

Video signals inputted by Said input means, and 
c. output means for outputting the Synthesized video 

Signal and aspect information representing an aspect 
ratio of the Synthesized video Signal. 

2. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
1, further comprising designating means for designating an 
aspect ratio of the Video signal outputted from Said Synthe 
sizing means, and converting means for converting the 
aspect ratio of the inputted Video signal, in accordance with 
an output from Said designation means. 

3. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein Said output means Superposes the aspect infor 
mation on the Synthesized Video signal within the vertical 
blanking period. 

4. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
1, further comprising display means for displaying the 
Synthesizing video signal output by Said output means. 

5. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
1, further comprising recording means for recording the 
Synthesizing video Signal output by Said output means, on a 
recording medium. 

6. A video signal processing apparatus comprising: 
a) input means for inputting a plurality of video signals; 
b) converting means for converting each of the plurality 

of Video signals inputted by Said input means into a 
predetermined aspect ratio; 

c) Synthesizing means for Synthesizing the video signals 
converted by Said converting means, and 

d) output means for outputting the Synthesized video 
Signal and aspect information representing an aspect 
ratio of the Synthesized video Signal. 

7. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
6, further comprising determining means for determining the 
predetermined aspect ratio. 

8. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
6, wherein in a vertical blanking period of each Video signal 
input by Said input means, aspect information indicating the 
aspect ratio of the Video signal is multiplexed. 

9. A video signal processing apparatus according to claim 
8, wherein Said converting means includes detecting means 
for detecting the aspect information. 

10. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 6, wherein the video signal inputted by Said input 
means is a signal of a predetermined television System. 

11. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 6, further comprising display means for displaying the 
Synthesizing video signal output by Said output means. 

12. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 6, further comprising recording means for recording 
the Synthesizing video signal output by Said output means, 
on a recording medium. 

13. A video signal processing apparatus for Synthesizing 
a plurality of Video signals comprising: 

a) input means for inputting a plurality of video signals; 
b) judging means forjudging an aspect ratio of each of the 

plurality of inputted Video signals, 
c) designating means for designating the aspect ratio of 

the video signal synthesized from the plurality of video 
Signals; 
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14 
d) converting means for converting the aspect ratio of the 

Video Signal into the designated aspect ratio, if the 
Video Signal has an aspect ratio different from the 
designated aspect ratio; 

e) Synthesizing means for Synthesizing the Video signals 
having the designated aspect ratio; and 

f) adding means for adding aspect information represent 
ing the designated aspect ratio to the Video signal 
outputted from Said Synthesizing means. 

14. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 13, wherein aspect information representing the aspect 
ratio of the Video Signal is Superposed on each the Video 
Signal inputted by Said input means, within the vertical 
blanking period. 

15. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 13, wherein the Video Signal inputted by Said input 
means is a signal of a predetermined television System. 

16. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 13, further comprising display means for displaying 
the Video signal Synthesized by Said Synthesizing means. 

17. A video Signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 13, further comprising recording means for recording 
the Video signal Synthesized by Said Synthesizing means, on 
a recording medium. 

18. An image processing apparatus for outputting image 
data to an external monitor, comprising: 

a) aspect information input means for inputting aspect 
information indicating an aspect ratio of Said external 
monitor; 

b) image input means for inputting the image data, 
wherein Said image input means is capable of inputting 
the image data of a plurality of kinds of aspect ratios, 

c) conversion means for converting the aspect ratio of the 
image data according to the aspect information; and 

d) Synthesizing means for Synthesizing a plurality of 
image data converted by Said conversion means. 

19. An apparatus according to claim 18, further compris 
ing output means for outputting the image data Synthesized 
by Said Synthesizing means to Said external monitor. 

20. An apparatus according to claim 18, further compris 
ing output means for outputting the aspect information 
indicating the aspect ratio of the image data Synthesized by 
Said Synthesizing means, together with the Synthesized 
image data. 

21. An apparatus according to claim 18, wherein Said 
aspect information input means inputs the aspect informa 
tion generated by Said external monitor. 

22. A video signal processing apparatus according to 
claim 18, further comprising recording means for recording 
the Video signal Synthesized by Said Synthesizing means, on 
a recording medium. 

23. A video signal processing method comprising Steps of: 
a) inputting a plurality of video signals; 
b) Synthesizing the plurality of video signals inputted in 

Said input Step; and 
c) outputting the Synthesized video signal and aspect 

information representing an aspect ratio of the Synthe 
sized video Signal. 

24. A video signal processing method comprising Steps of: 
a) inputting a plurality of video signals; 
b) converting each of the plurality of video signals 

inputted in Said input Step into a predetermined aspect 
ratio, 

c) Synthesizing the video signals converted in Said con 
Verting Step; and 
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d) outputting the Synthesized video signal and aspect 
information representing an aspect ratio of the Synthe 
sized video Signal. 

25. A video signal processing method for Synthesizing a 
plurality of Video signals, comprising Steps of: 

a) inputting a plurality of video signals; 
b) judging an aspect ratio of each the plurality of inputted 

Video signals, 
c) designating the aspect ratio of the Video signal Synthe 

sized from the plurality of Video signals, 
d) converting the aspect ratio of the video signal into the 

designated aspect ratio, if the Video signal has an aspect 
ratio different from the designated aspect ratio; 

e) synthesizing the Video signals having the designated 
aspect ratio; and 

16 
f) adding aspect information representing the designated 

aspect ratio to the Video Signal outputted in Said Syn 
thesizing Step. 

26. An image processing method of outputting image data 
5 to an external monitor, comprising Steps of: 

1O 
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a) inputting aspect information indicating an aspect ratio 
of Said external monitor; 

b) inputting the image data, wherein said image input step 
is capable of inputting the image data of a plurality of 
kinds of aspect ratios, 

c) converting the aspect ratio of the image data according 
to Said aspect information; and 

d) Synthesizing a plurality of image data converted in Said 
conversion Step. 
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